
WHEN DID THE FIRST RAP APPEAR 

IN LITHUANIA AND THE FIRST 

RAPPERS IN LITHUANIA?



WHEN RAP APPEARED IN LITHUANIA?

• rap appeared in Lithuania somewhere in 1988.



POPULAR GROUP IN LITHUANIA

• There is one of the first and one of the most popular 

rappers in Lithuania, there is a group G&G 

Sindikatas, Formed in 1996.



THE MAIN RAPPER IN THIS GROUP

• Gabrielius Liaudanskas - founder and leader of the 

hip-pop group G&G Sindikatas, vocalist, creator of 

the group's lyrics and music, pioneer of hip-hop in 

Lithuania. 



RAP VIDEOS

• They have a popular rap of his name Žaibo rykštė

• https://youtu.be/RS1T9aZHn5c - we can listen to this 

rap.

https://youtu.be/RS1T9aZHn5c


ALL ABOUT RAP



Rap being a primary ingredient of hip 
hop music, it is commonly associated 
with that genre in particular; however, 
the origins of rap predated for many 
years to hip-hop culture. The earliest 
precursor to modern rap is the West 
African griot tradition, in which "oral 
historians", or "praise-singers", would 
disseminate oral traditions and 
genealogies, or use their rhetorical 
techniques for gossip or to "praise or 
critique individuals."



Centuries before hip-hop music 

existed, the griots of West Africa were 

delivering stories rhythmically, over 

drums and sparse instrumentation. 



Blues, rooted in the work songs and spirituals of slavery and 
influenced greatly by West African musical traditions, was first 
played by black Americans around the time of the Emancipation 
Proclamation. Grammy-winning blues musician/historian Elijah Wald 
and others have argued that the blues were being rapped as early 
as the 1920s. Wald went so far as to call hip hop "the living blues". A 
notable recorded example of rapping in blues was the 1950 song 
"Gotta Let You Go" by Joe Hill Louis.



In New York City, in the late 70s, the 

Sugarhill Gang is one of the pioneering 

acts of hip-hop. Their 1979 single, 

"Rapper's Delight," was arguably the 

first rap song to be played on the radio 

and the first hip-hop single to become 
a Top 40 chart hit, reaching No 32.


